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This document summarizes available guidance on public informa�on
and traveler (or motorist) informa�on. Agencies are encouraged to
consider these two types of traffic control measures as required by
Subpart K and as part of an overall transportation management plan
(TMP) that must be developed and implemented for all significant
projects as required by 23 CFR 630 Subpart J. The document describes
effec�ve strategies and techniques that can be used to implement
these control measures and offers recommended prac�ces. 

This document is organized into the following sec�ons:

• Program‐Level and Project‐Level Public Informa�on
‐ Table 1. Methods for Dissemina�ng Program‐Level and 

Project‐Level Public Informa�on

• Traveler Informa�on
‐ Table 2. Methods for Dissemina�ng Traveler Informa�on

• Addi�onal Portable Changeable Message Sign (PCMS) 
Safety Considera�ons
‐ Table 3. PCMS Message Design Factors

• Examples of Good Prac�ces
‐ Texas Department of Transporta�on PCMS Guidance
‐ Minnesota Department of Transporta�on Traveler Informa�on

System for Work Zone Access/Egress Loca�ons
‐ Arizona Department of Transporta�on Use of Social Media
‐ Missouri Department of Transporta�on Use of Social Media

_________________
Refer to h�p://www.workzonesafety.org for a copy of this document.
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Guidelines on Improving Work Zone Safety 
Through Public Informa�on and Traveler Informa�on

Background
The national Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) contains standards and guidance on the

design and application of signs, channelizing devices, and other traffic control devices required to guide travel-

ers effectively in and through work zones. Although the MUTCD requirements help ensure that work zones are

designed and operated in a safe manner, some work zones present unique safety challenges that require addi-

tional vigilance and efforts by agencies. Therefore, federal regulations (23 CFR 630 Subpart K) encourage state

highway agencies to give appropriate consideration to the use of other traffic control measures that can help

reduce work zone crashes and improve worker and traveler safety. 

Public information and traveler (or motorist) information are two types of traffic control measures that agencies

are encouraged to consider as required by Subpart K. Although the two measures are similar, a distinction has

been made for purposes of this document. Traveler information strategies focus on disseminating time-dependent

information, whereas public information strategies strive to improve public awareness and preparedness in

accommodating work zones in general or a specific high-profile work zone in particular. 

Agencies are required to consider public information and traveler information needs as part of an overall

transportation management plan (TMP) that must be developed and implemented for all significant projects (as

required by 23 CFR 630 Subpart J). Guidance has been developed on the use of public information and outreach

strategies in work zones (See resources at the end of this document.). The provision of public information and

traveler information helps improve work zone safety and mobility by:

• reducing vehicle exposure in work zones by encouraging travelers to use alternative routes and 

travel modes;

• reducing traffic congestion (which leads to a reduction of rear-end and sideswipe crashes) in work zones

by diverting motorists to alternate routes, to times when traffic demands are lower, or to alternative travel

modes; and

• increasing driver awareness and expectations of overall delays (e.g., 10 Min Delay Ahead) or hazardous

conditions in work zones (e.g., Uneven Pavement), which reduces driver frustration and road rage-type

aggression and may also lead to safer driving behaviors.

Program‐Level and 
Project‐Level Public Informa�on
Public information consists of both program-level strategies and proj-

ect-level strategies. Program-level public information strategies raise

general awareness regarding motorist and worker safety issues in a

region and encourage increased vigilance at all times while driving

through work zones. The National Work Zone Awareness Week that

occurs each year is an example of a general program-level public in-

formation initiative. Many state agencies have also developed their

own campaigns, such as the Slow for the Cone Zone program in Cali-

fornia. Disseminating information about recently passed work zone

safety laws in a state is yet another example (See Table 1, page 2.). 
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The purpose of project-level public information is to raise awareness of the special safety and mobility challenges

that will be faced in a specific work zone as well as to provide suggestions on how to cope with those challenges.

Project-level strategies can target a variety of audiences (e.g., commuters, freight operators, business owners,

local residents, emergency response agencies, the media, etc.) and provide a wide range of information (e.g.,

general locations and schedule of construction, available alternative routes in the corridor, transit routes and

schedules in the corridor, project hotlines to call for problems or complaints, etc.). As Table 1 illustrates, a vari-

ety of mechanisms are commonly used to disseminate work zone-related public information. 

The decision about which mechanism(s) to use for a given program or specific project depends on the target au-

dience(s), message(s) to be communicated, available budget, existing agency resources and expertise with these

strategies, and other factors. 
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Table 1. Methods for Dissemina�ng Program‐Level and Project‐Level Public Informa�on

                                   Strategies  Benefits                           Implementa�on Factors to Consider
Project web site • Can be fairly easy to update • Requires significant effort to inform the public 

• Can control content and �ming of website’s existence

of informa�on presented • Very high demands for informa�on can 
overload the computer system

Smart phone and smart
tablet applica�ons (apps)

• Easy to distribute and update

• Rela�vely inexpensive
• Outreach limited to those who download and use

the app

• Appropriate warnings not to access while 
driving should be included 

Press releases • Able to reach a large audience 
rela�vely inexpensively

• Message may only reach local motorists

• Media ul�mately decides if informa�on will 
be disseminated

Brochures and mailers • Easy to distribute

• Can be a fairly low‐cost ac�vity 
although prin�ng and postage

• Informa�on must be presented in an informa�ve,
but interes�ng, manner to a�ract a�en�on 

• Informa�on is sta�c
costs can be significant for very
large distribu�ons • O�en only possible to target local travelers

Paid adver�sements 
(TV or radio)

• Can reach large numbers of local
travelers   

• Can control content and �ming 
of informa�on presented

• Costly to implement

• May not reach long‐distance, out‐of‐town  
travelers

Giveaways 
(e.g., bumper s�ckers)

• Can create posi�ve rela�ons 
with the target audience

• Works best when the project or work zone 
issue has been “branded”

Legisla�ve briefings • Important for maintaining 
poli�cal goodwill

• Informa�on provided must be kept very brief and
to the point

Features in 
agency magazine

• Allows for more in‐depth 
presenta�on of informa�on

• Likely to reach only a limited audience

Social media • Low cost

• Easy to distribute
• May not reach en�re target audience (i.e., those

without access to the internet or social media)

Con�nued on page 3.



Table 1. Methods for Dissemina�ng Program‐Level and Project‐Level Public Informa�on (Con�nued)

                                   Strategies  Benefits                           Implementa�on Factors to Consider
Informa�on centers • Can provide in‐depth • Dissemina�on mostly limited to non‐local 

informa�on travelers who stop for informa�on

• Easy to distribute

• Can be a fairly low‐cost ac�vity

Public mee�ngs/events • Good exposure for the agency

• Opportunity to raise credibility
• Must be on guard against making 

“empty promises”

with the public • Can be difficult to achieve good a�endance levels

• Give the public a chance to 
voice concerns

Community task forces • Good exposure for the agency   • Must be careful not to provide “empty promises”

• Good for direct local‐level 
interac�ons

Billboards • Provide informa�on directly • Message can be lost in the overall sign clu�er
to travelers  influenced by a 
work zone

• Can direct travelers to other 
informa�on sources

Press kits • Aid media in pu�ng together an
informa�ve news story about the
project or event

• Actual informa�on disseminated is not under
agency controls

Newsle�ers • Allow more in‐depth • Important to target correct audience
presenta�on of informa�on

• Message must be presented in an informa�ve,
• Can cover several topic areas but interes�ng, manner

at once

Project model displays • Provide an excellent way 
to communicate visually with 
the public

• Time consuming to create

• Can be challenging to move to different venues 
for presenta�ons

• Will generally have limited exposure to most 
travelers

Traveler Informa�on
The intent of providing traveler information is to increase traveler awareness and use of time-dependent infor-

mation about work zone conditions to affect motorists’ choices regarding which route to take, departure time,

and mode of transportation as well as to improve driver awareness and behavior. Although this information is

often available in real-time, motorists should not be encouraged to access the information while driving to avoid

being distracted. Instead, access to real-time information should be encouraged during pre-trip planning when-

ever possible.
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Methods of disseminating traveler information include:

• dynamic message signs (DMSs) and portable changeable message signs (PCMSs);

• highway advisory radio stations;

• news media outlets;

• 511 traveler information recordings; AM 54 6 7 9

• real-time access to alerts and travel times FM 88 92 96 98
via project websites;

• email alerts;

• text messages, and

• social media sites (Facebook©, TwitterTM).

Examples of the types of time-dependent information that can be provided

via these methods include:

• advance notice of when and where lanes will be temporarily closed;

• advance notice of major changes and traffic switches that will alter 

the travel path through the work zone;

• advance notice of changes to transit service;

• current travel times, delays, and speeds through the work zone or on 

alternate routes;

• location and length of queues that have developed;

• current lane closure locations (and lane that is closed);

• current ramp or intersection closures;

• current incident locations (and lanes that are blocked); and

• warnings when and where construction vehicles are entering or exiting 

the travel lanes.

Although there are many ways 

to get real-time information to 

the public, the key to influencing

the public effectively is to ensure

that the information is credible.

Credible real-time information

must be accurate, relevant, timely,

and desired by the traveler.

Table 2 on page 5 summarizes

the benefits and implementation

factors to consider in each of the traveler information dissemination

strategies listed above.
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Table 2. Methods for Dissemina�ng Traveler Informa�on

                                   Strategies  
Dynamic Message
Signs/Portable Changeable
Message Signs

Benefits                           

• Can provide real‐�me informa�on
directly to driver while en route

• Highly valued by motorists

Implementa�on Factors to Consider

• Amount of informa�on that can be disseminated 
is limited

• Proper message design is cri�cal 

Highway Advisory Radio • Can provide real‐�me informa�on • Proper message design is cri�cal”
directly to driver while en route

• Requires motorists to seek out informa�on
• Can provide more informa�on

than is possible with DMSs/PCMSs

Media Alerts • Easy to distribute • May only reach local travelers

• Low‐cost ac�vity • Agency does not have total control over 
informa�on presented

511 Traveler Informa�on
Telephone

• Allows informa�on to be accessed
whenever it is needed

• Can allow feedback by travelers 
to be recorded if desired

• Audience must be informed of the system’s 
existence

• System is not available in all areas

Traffic Updates to 
GPS Naviga�onal Devices

• Can provide informa�on directly
to driver

• Service is not available in all areas

• Will reach only those travelers who subscribe 
to service

Project Website • Easy way to provide current con‐
di�ons to those planning travel

• May not reach en�re target audience (i.e., those
without access to the internet)

• Mobile access via smartphone 
applica�ons

Real‐Time Traffic 
Informa�on Through Public
Website (e.g., Google Map)

• Easy to distribute

• Low cost
• May not be accessed by en�re target audience

• Warning not to access while driving should be 
included  

Email Alerts • Very low cost • Requires audience to sign up to receive informa‐

• Easy to distribute �on, or for the agency to seek out email addresses

• Criteria must be established as to when alerts will
be sent

Text Messages • Very low cost

• Easy to distribute
• Amount of informa�on that can be disseminated 

is limited

Social Media • Low cost

• Easy to distribute
• May not reach en�re target audience (i.e., those

without access to the internet or social media)

As with the public information strategies, the choice of which method(s) to employ for traveler information

depends heavily on the target audience(s), information to be conveyed, existing infrastructure, past experi-

ences and expertise with any of the methods, agency preferences, and project and site characteristics. 
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Addi�onal PCMS Safety Considera�ons
PCMSs are commonly used in work zones to convey real-time information to drivers, as well as to call additional

attention to hazards identified by static warning signs. A PCMS draws the attention of the motorist; however,

this effect can be diminished if the device is overused. The PCMS cannot replace any of the static signing detailed

in the MUTCD, and should not be used if standard traffic control devices adequately provide the information

the motorist needs to travel safely. In the extreme, the misuse of PCMSs can actually degrade work zone safety. 

For PCMS messages to be valuable to drivers, five message design factors must be properly addressed for each

sign used. These are summarized in Table 3 below.

Table 3. PCMS Message Design Factors

                                      Factor  

Content

Descrip�on                           

Type of informa�on displayed

Guidance
The informa�on should answer these 
driver ques�ons:

• What are the condi�ons or hazards ahead?

• Where are the condi�ons/hazards located?

• What should I do?

Load Number of phrases (or units of 
informa�on) in a message

Maximum of four units of informa�on 
(or phrases)

Length Number of words and panels Maximum of two phases

Maximum of three lines (of eight characters each)
per phase)

Character Size Height, width, and stroke width of
characters

Speed  > 45 mph = 18 inch height minimum

Speed  ≤ 45 mph = 12 inch height minimum 

Format Order and arrangement of phrases   Only one unit of informa�on per line

Each phase should be understood alone                                

One of the most common mistakes made by agencies and highway contractors is to present too much infor-

mation on PCMSs. As indicated in the MUTCD, no more than two phases should be displayed on a PCMS.

Three-or-more phase messages take too long to read, which causes drivers to slow down and can lead to

rear-end crashes and/or vehicle intrusions into the work zone as vehicles swerve to avoid slower-moving

traffic. If more information must be presented than can fit onto a two-phase PCMS message, additional PCMSs

must be used. Multiple PCMSs must be spaced at least 800 feet apart, and should not be placed where they

compete with static signs or other features that demand immediate driver attention. 

When PCMS are used to improve work zone safety, it is important that the signs themselves not be a hazard.

Whenever possible, PCMS should be installed behind guardrail or concrete barrier, making sure that the
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barrier or guardrail does not block the view of the sign message. If guardrail or barrier protection is not appro-

priate, the sign should be delineated with channelizing devices to maximize visibility of the trailer at night. If

the PCMS is not being used, it should be moved out of the roadway clear zone.

Examples of Good Prac�ce
Texas Department of Transportation PCMS Guidance
One way that agencies can help ensure that PCMS messages are appropriately designed and displayed in work

zones is to incorporate basic PCMS message guidance into work zone traffic control standards. As an example,

the Texas Department of Transportation developed a field guide to basic PCMS operation and typical messages.

This guidance was ultimately incorporated into that agency’s traffic control plan standard sheets Barricade and

Construction Standard BC(6)-07. The incorporation of the guidelines into the agency’s standard drawings

ensures that it becomes a part of the contract documents that are readily available to field personnel who typically

make decisions about what messages to put on the signs and how those messages should be formatted. (See the

Texas DOT examples on pages 8 and 9.)

Minnesota Department of Transportation Traveler Information System 
for Work Zone Access/Egress Locations
The Minnesota Department of Transportation established guidelines on the use of work zone intelligent trans-

portation systems (ITS) on projects under its jurisdiction. One of the more innovative applications outlined is

the use of real-time warnings of construction vehicles entering and exiting the work space. By providing ad-

vance information of these locations to motorists, it is hoped that the frequency of collisions between the public

and construction vehicles is reduced. In addition, the system is designed to reduce the potential of motorists

blindly following a construction vehicle turning into a work space. Examples of how the technology is deployed

and used are provided in the figures that follow. (See the Minnesota DOT examples on pages 10 and 11.) To be

effective, these systems must be highly reliable and accurate to develop credibility with the motoring public

over time. Training and monitoring of truck drivers on the proper activation and use of the system should occur

on a regular basis throughout the project.

Arizona Department of Transportation Use of Social Media
Recognizing the growth in social media and networking, the Arizona Department of Transportation used

Facebook© and TwitterTM as mechanisms for disseminating information to the public on various projects, in-

cluding the reconstruction of US 93. (See the Arizona DOT example on page 12.) 

Missouri Department of Transportation Use of Social Media
The Missouri Department of Transportation developed a public information campaign for the Route 141

Improvement Project that used many new technologies and social media outlets as a means of providing current

information about the project to the public. The newer technologies included:

• a project-specific website;

• a project-specific Facebook© page; and

• a blog that included an opportunity for the public to comment on the project.

(See the Missouri DOT examples on pages 13 and 14.)
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Intelligent
Work Zone
Systems
Toolbox

Last
Revision

Date:

WARRANTS BENEFITS

OPTIONSLayouts are NOT drawn to scale.

NOTES
�Advance warning signs and other standard 

temporary traffic control devices have not 
been shown on this figure.  Refer to the MN 
MUTCD including the 2007 Field Manual 
or the TTC Layout Templates for typical 
layout examples.

�All IWZ Guide Signs and CMS should be 
reviewed by the Mn/DOT Office of Traffic, 
Safety, & Operations for design and 
message approval.

�Approved CMS messages should be listed 
in the Special Provisions, and approx CMS 
locations should shown on the TTC plans. 
All CMS displays should be blank when 
messages are not warranted.

�Refer to the Toolbox Definitions Section for 
graphic symbols and terms.

� The trucks must utilize the mainline roadway to accelerate.

�A truck merge lane can not be provided on the project.

�The haul road entrance is visibly obscured to drivers.

�The ADT on the roadway is above the level where truck 
drivers can easily find a gap in traffic and accelerate within 
the traffic lane without causing traffic to suddenly adjust 
speed or change lanes.

� A variation of this system may be 
used to detect work vehicles in the
vicinity which may create a traffic 
hazard.  The example shown 
below warned the motorists when
snow plows were clearing the 
roadway in a restricted section.  
The signs were activated by radio 
communications from the plow 
trucks. 

�

�

The system should alert drivers of a slowly accelerating 
truck entering the faster moving traffic lane.

The system should provide sufficient time for drivers to 
react appropriately, such as slowing down or changing 
lanes.

TRUCKS MERGING TRAFFIC WARNING

Scenario C.  No Acceleration Lane

TRUCK HAUL ROAD

Non-Intrusive Detection placed along the
roadway as needed for proper system 
operations.  The detection may include 
radio control devices operated by the 
truck drivers.

Haul Road

Haul Road

Dedicated Lane Acceleration Lane
Scenario A. Scenario B.

Typically, IWZ Systems are 
not needed for construction 
traffic is this scenario.

Although this scenario may operate efficiently without an 
IWZ system installed, higher traffic / truck volumes or
a short accelleration lane would warrant the IWZ system.

BE
PREPARED
TO STOP

TRUCKS
MERGEING
1000 FT

BE
PREPARED
TO STOP

TRUCKS
MERGEING
1000 FT

TRUCKS
MERGEING
TRAFFIC

WHEN FLASHING

Optional
Signing

OR

04-29-08VEHICLE
RESPONSIVE

Minnesota DOT Example Guidelines
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in the Special Provisions, and approx CMS 
locations should shown on the TTC plans. 
All CMS displays should be blank when 
messages are not warranted.

�Refer to the Toolbox Definitions Section for 
graphic symbols and terms.

� The trucks must utilize the mainline roadway to de-
accelerate, and

� The roadway volume is above the level where the traffic 
must suddenly adjust speed or change lanes.

�

�

The system should alert drivers of a decelerating truck 
exiting the faster moving traffic lane.

The system should provide drivers sufficient time to react 
appropriately, such as slow down or change lanes if 
possible.

TRUCKS EXITING TRAFFIC WARNING

Haul Road

Haul Road

De-acceleration Lane
Scenerio G. Scenerio H.

Scenerio I.   No De-acceleration Lane

DO NOT
FOLLOW
TRUCKS

TRUCKS
EXITING
2000 ft

Non-Intrusive Detection placed along the roadway as needed
for proper system operations.  The detection may include 
radio control devices operated by the truck drivers.

WORK ZONE
VEHICLES

ONLY

WORK ZONE
VEHICLES

ONLY

Typically, IWZ Systems are 
not needed for construction 
traffic is this scenario.

Haul Road

Dedicated Lane

WORK ZONE
VEHICLES

ONLY

Typically, IWZ Systems are 
not needed for construction 
traffic is this scenario.
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RESPONSIVE
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“The Arizona Department of Transportation continues an aggressive campaign to upgrade the US 93 Corridor through northwestern Arizona.  
These improvements to US 93 will provide a faster and safer drive for travelers throughout the region.” 

– Michael Kondelis, P.E., ADOT Kingman District Engineer

Summer 2009

ARIZONA’S US 93 CORRIDOR NEWSLETTERARIZONA’S US  93 CORRIDOR NEWSLETTER

A New Era of Public Outreach, Incorporating Social Media

The Arizona Department of Transportation is breaking ground 
on the way construction alerts and travel information are issued 
to motorists. ADOT has chosen to implement social media outlets 
Twitter and Facebook on the $ 71.3 million US 93 Project 
between Hoover Dam and milepost 17. 

Twitter and Facebook are popular, free social networking tools 
that allow users to receive information and communicate with 
others in short text messages exchanged on their cell phones or by 
logging on to the Web – both of which can be done in a mobile 
environment. 

“Free public social networking tools like Twitter and Facebook help 
us stay connected to the traveling public with real-time information 
about detours and restrictions,” explained Michele Beggs, public 
information officer for the ADOT Kingman District.  The Project Team 
will issue notifications when there are travel delays, construction 
impacts, holiday travel information and completed major milestones. 

“This will allow our customers a new way of receiving information, it 
is a tool of convenience they can incorporate into their already busy 
lives,” said Beggs, “ADOT believes it will be extremely useful to those 
traveling to and from Las Vegas from Arizona so they can alter their 
route or plan for possible arrival delays if necessary.”

Travelers who wish to receive updates on 
the US 93 Project via Twitter or Facebook:

www.twitter.com/us93corridor   

www.facebook.com  and join group 
Arizona US 93 Corridor.  

Past and Continued Success

Over the past 11 years, 
more than 40 miles of US 
93 have been transformed 
into a four-lane highway 
surrounded by an 
environmentally unique 
terrain. 

The past and continued 
success of the US 93 
Corridor is based on 
the solid teamwork and 
coordination of the Arizona Department of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Administration, the Bureau of Land Management, National 
Park Service, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Arizona Game & Fish, 
Department of Public Safety, statewide officials, contractors, designers 
and many dedicated project teams. 

US 93, Hoover Dam Bypass Project

Construction of the Colorado River Bridge is advancing with construction 
of the 1,060 foot twin-rib concrete arch.  The Colorado River Bridge 
is the central portion of the Hoover Dam Bypass Project. Construction 
on the nearly 2,000 foot long bridge began in late January 2005 and 
the completion of the entire Hoover Dam Bypass Project is expected in 
December 2010.  When 
completed, this signature bridge 
will span the Black Canyon 
(about 1,600 feet south of 
the Hoover Dam), connecting 
the Arizona and Nevada 
Approach highways nearly 
900-feet above the Colorado 
River. For more information 
and to view the live webcam 
please visit:
www.hooverdambypass.org .

Want ADOT project information delivered to you? 

Sign-up for your favorite way to receive project updates:
Call us! (888) 887-0565 
Website: www.us93corridor.com  
Twitter: www.twitter.com/US93Corridor  
E-mail: info@us93corridor
Facebook: www.facebook.com , search Group “Arizona US 93 Corridor” 
GovDelivery -  ADOT’s News Releases delivered to your inbox: For info on this and all 
other statewide ADOT construction projects go to www.azdot.gov/CCPartnerships/News

Arizona DOT Example



Screen Shot of Web Page on MoDOT Website
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Screen Shot of MoDOT Facebook Page
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How Can I Locate More Informa�on 
Regarding This Topic?

Mallett, W.J., J. Torrence, and J. Seplow. Work Zone Public Information and 

Outreach Strategies. Report No. FHWA-HOP-05-067. FHWA, U.S. Department

of Transportation, Washington, DC. November 2005. Accessible at

http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/wz/info_and_outreach/public_outreach_guide.pdf

Barricade and Construction Portable Changeable Message Sign Standard. 

BC(6)-07. Traffic Operations, Texas Department of Transportation. September

2007. Accessible at ftp://ftp.dot.state.tx.us/pub/txdot-

info/cmd/cserve/standard/traffic/bc07.pdf

Minnesota IWZ Toolbox: Guideline for Intelligent Work Zone System Selec-

tion. Minnesota Department of Transportation, Minneapolis, MN. 2008. 

Accessible at 

http://www.dot.state.mn.us/trafficeng/workzone/iwz/MN-IWZToolbox.pdf

Arizona Department of Transportation Facebook page. Accessible at

http://www.facebook.com/AZDOT

US 93 Project Team Twitter page. Arizona Department of Transportation. 

Accessible at http://twitter.com/#!/us93corridor

Route 141 Improvement Project. Missouri Department of Transportation. 

Accessible at 

http://www.modot.mo.gov/stlouis/major_projects/rte141improvementproject.htm

Post a Comment, Missouri DOT in St. Louis. Missouri Department of Trans-

portation. Accessible at http://www.modot-stl.blogspot.com/

Slow for the Cone Zone. California Department of Transportation. Accessible at

http://www.dot.ca.gov/hq/conezone/

“The Arizona Department of Transportation continues an aggressive campaign to upgrade the US 93 Corridor through northweste

These improvements to US 93 will provide a faster and safer drive for travelers throughout the region.” 

– Michael Kondelis, P.E., ADOT Kingman District Engineer
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Over the past 11 years, 

more than 40 miles of US 

93 have been transformed 

into a four-lane highway 

surrounded by an 

environmentally unique 

terrain. 

The past and continued 

of the US 93 
sportation, Federal 

National 

U S  93, Hoover Dam Bypass Project

Construction of the Colorado River Bridge is advancing

of the 1,060 foot twin-rib concrete arch.  The Colorado

is the central portion of the Hoover Dam Bypass Proje

on the nearly 2,000 foot long bridge began in late Jan

the completion of the entire Hoover Dam Bypass Pro

December 2010.  When 

completed, this signature bridge 

will span the Black Canyon 

(about 1,600 feet south of 

the Hoover Dam), connecting 

the Arizona and Nevada 

Approach highways nearly 

900-feet above the Colorado 

River. For more information 

and to view the live webcam 

i it : ss org .
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